TYPES OF ROOMS
COMMON TYPE OF ROOMS
SINGLE ROOM
Room has one single bed, meant for one person.
Abbreviated as SGL. Symbol: (-) sign
TWIN ROOM
Room has two single beds, separated from each other by a bedside table, meant for two people.
Abbreviated as TBR. Symbol: (=) sign
DOUBLE ROOM
Room having one composite double bed, meant for two people
Abbreviated as DBL, Symbol: (+) sign
SUITE
A suite comprises of more than one room. It is an apartment having one bedroom with one composite
double bed & a parlor. The décor of such unit is of very high standards, very expensive. Normally suite
has a theme, & is named after this theme
Abbreviated and symbol is “ S”

SPECIAL TYPE OF ROOMS
CABANA:
Rooms situated away from main building, near swimming pool or sea beach, used for changing & resting
purpose, rented on hourly basis. Pool chair is provided, bar is optional.
LANAI:
Rooms with a good view, normally over viewing hills, garden, mountains.
EFFICIENCY ROOM:
Rooms have attached kitchenette for guests preferring long duration stay, generally found in resort.
HOSPITALITY ROOM:
Room used by resident guest to entertain their own guest, rented on hourly basis, only sitting arrangement
is there, no beds provided in the room, generally found in commercial hotel.

STUDIO ROOM:
Room with one single bed and sofas which can be converted to a bed( sofa cum bed).
HOLLYWOOD TWIN BEDDED ROOM:
Type of twin room with common head board.
MURPHY BEDDED ROOM:
Room with a bed which can be folded against the wall, provide large floor area.
INTERCONNECTING ROOM:
Two rooms have a common wall and a door that connects the two rooms. This allows guests to access any
of the two rooms without passing through the corridor.

DUPLEX:
Rooms having two levels under one roof, upper level used as bedroom, lower level used for living room,
connected by an internal staircase. Rooms are expensive, generally used by the business client who wish
to use the lower portion as office and upper level as bedroom.
JUNIOR SUITE:
Large room converted to a suite by a partition. Not very expensive but priced highly than regular room.
PENTHOUSE SUITE:
Situated at terrace level or top most floor of hotels and has an attached open terrace or open sky space. It
has exclusive décor and furnishing and is among the costliest rooms of the hotel.
QUAD:
Room with four beds to provide sleeping accommodation to four people.
TRIPLE ROOM:
A room has three beds, three pax can stay in the room.
DOUBLE DOUBLE:
Room has two double beds and can accommodate four people.
ADJOINING ROOM:
Two rooms share a wall but is not connected by a door.
ADJACENT ROOM:
A room is very close to another room but does not share a common wall with it.
SPATT ROOM: special attention room, room meant for the physically challenged guest.
SINGLE LADY ROOM: rooms specially designed for the ladies travelling alone. These rooms are
designed keeping in mind the needs of the lady guests.

